Cancellation of NIT.

Due to some unavoidable circumstances NIT NO.GM/BII/AM(E&M)/Tender/2011-12/101/429;27.05.11, for the subject work of Supply Installation of 60T fully Electronic Pit less Road Weigh Bridge at Kessurgarh siding ,Block-II Area including Civil works on Turnkey basis is here by cancelled.

Area Manager
Block-II Area

Distribution:-
1. ES to ED (Vig).BCCL.Koyla Bhawan.
3. AGM,Block-II Area.
4. AFM,Block-II Area.
5. AM(E&M),All Areas of BCCL.
6. Sr. PRO,Koyla Bhawan,Dhanbad,for wide publication in News Papers.

CC for:-
1. GM,Block-II Area. For kind information.

Sunil Kumar
6/8/11